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Abstract. With the booming development of blockchain technology, blockchain-based

data transactions have been applied in many fields such as finance, healthcare and

logistics. It can help users to realize data transactions andmanagementmore conveniently,

securely, transparently and efficiently. However, there is a certain problem of identity

privacy leakage when data transactions are conducted on blockchain. Therefore, the issue

of user identity privacy protection has become the core issue of data transactions on the

blockchain, which is crucial to the sustainable development and wide application of the

blockchain. This paper discusses the privacy protection in the process of data transactions

on blockchain in terms of user identity anonymity, introduces and analyzes in detail the

current research status and implementation technologies for realizing identity anonymity

on blockchain, explains the threats and challenges for realizing identity anonymity,

analyzes the existing problems, and gives an outlook and summary of the future research

directions for realizing identity anonymity onblockchain.
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1 Introduction

Akey feature of blockchain technology is decentralization,which allows participants to conduct
transactionswithout a central control authority and alsomeans that transactions and data records
are open and transparent to all node chains, participants' identity data may be exposed to others.
However, since some private information may be involved, such as transaction amounts,
medical consultation records, and trade secrets, such users want to protect their identity
information from disclosure. However, when using blockchain addresses to participate in
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blockchain business, users need to frequently perform input and output operations. Analyzing
this information can indirectly associate the true user identity of the account address, which
poses a threat to privacy leakage for blockchain participants' accounts. Therefore, there is still a
risk of leaking sensitive user identity information in blockchain transactions, such as the
propagation trajectory of the transaction at the network layer, this information may be used to
infer the true identity of the blockchain address. Therefore, how to protect user identity privacy
data, prevent user identity information from being identified and leaked, and achieve identity
privacy to protect users' real identity and private information is crucial for the sustainability and
wide application of the blockchain.

2 BlockchainTechnology

2.1 Blockchain

User identity privacy refers to mapping the real-world user's real identity to his or her address
information on the blockchain [1], which contains personal information such as the user's
identity and address that are recorded in detail and not publicly available. Among them, the user
identity information refers to the basic personal information entered by the user when applying
for access to the blockchain [2], while the user address information refers to the placewhere the
individual belongs when participating in the blockchain data storage and transmission, and
usually contains two accounts used for input and output in transactions. To protect identity
anonymity, users usually use random addresses or pseudonyms for transactions in the
blockchain [3]. A blockchain address is a pseudonym used by users in the blockchain system
and is usually used as an account number for input and output during transactions. Compared to
traditional account numbers, blockchain addresses are superior in concealing the user's identity
[4].
2.2 SmartContracts

Smart contracts are automated contracts that enable the signing and execution of contracts on
the blockchain, a concept first introduced byNick Szabo in 1996 in his paper "Smart Contracts:
Building Blocks for Digital Markets". In Szabo's definition, a smart contract is an automatically
executed contract based on a computer protocol that represents and enforces the terms of the
contract in digital code. These codes allow for automated and decentralized execution of the
contract and protect the security and privacy of the contract through encryption.However, in the
late 1990s, computer technology was not mature enough to implement the concept of smart
contracts. It was not until 2009 that the advent ofBitcoinmade smart contracts possible. Born in



2013, Ether has revolutionized the face of smart contracts. Ether introduced a high-level
programming language called Solidity, making it easier for developers to write more complex
smart contracts and implement more features on the Ether blockchain. Since the birth of Ether,
the applications of smart contracts have been expanding. Smart contracts have also become one
of themost representative blockchain technologies.

3 Research andAnalysis of IdentityAnonymizationTechniques

Currently, the main technologies applied in blockchain to achieve identity anonymity include
blind signature, group signature, and aggregate signature technologies. In this section, we will
comprehensively analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the main signature technologies
in the blockchain.
3.1 BlindSignatureTechnology

Blind signature is a digital signature technique that allows a signer to sign a message without
knowing its content [5]. It has a wide range of applications in privacy protection and
authentication authorization, especially in electronic cash, digital certificates, and anonymity
networks. Rivest, R. L proposed the RSA blind signature scheme in 1982 [6], which is an
implementation of blind signatures based on the RSA cryptographic algorithm with better
security and efficiency. This is another important contribution of the blind signature technique.
Chaum, D proposed the original blind signature scheme [7] in 1983, i.e., using a randomization
technique so that the signer cannot know the content of the signature, thus enabling untraceable
payments. This is one of the seminalworks in blind signature techniques.

The basic principle of blind signature is that first, the signer Bob generates a pair of public
and private keys [8] and publishes the public keys. Then, userAlice generates a randomnumber
as a "blind factor", and the message M to be signed is blinded using the blind factor, the
messageM ismultiplied by the blind factor to obtain a blindmessageM'. The signer Bob signs
the blind message M' with his private key to get a blind signature Sig(M'), and sends the blind
signature Sig(M') to Alice. to obtain the signer's signature Sig(M) for the original message [9].
Since the blind signature process does not require the original message to be revealed to the
signer, the privacy of the message can be guaranteed. The flowchart of the blind signature is
shown inFigure 1.

First, blind signatures have strong privacy; during the blind signature process, the signer does
not know the specific content of the message, and thus the privacy of the message can be
guaranteed [10]. Second, blind signatures have strong anonymity, and users can obtain the



signer's signature without revealing their identity, thus achieving anonymous authentication
authorization. Finally, blind signatures also have high security; blind signatures have the same
security as ordinary digital signatures [11], i.e., they prevent forgery and tampering.However, in
addition to this, blind signatures also have some disadvantages, such as slow processing speed,
blind signature processing requires blind and anti-blind operations, and thus is slower compared
to ordinary digital signatures. Secondly, the complexity of the blind signature operation is high,
and blind signature technology is more complex than other digital signature technologies,
requiring more calculations and communications. Finally, blind signatures are irrevocable, i.e.,
once the signer signs, the signature cannot be revoked. If the identity of the user is exposed, the
reputationof the signermay be damaged.

Fig. 1.Schematicdiagramof the blindsignatureprocess.

3.2 GroupSignatureTechnology

A group signature is a digital signature mechanism used to verify the integrity and origin of a
message and to prove that a particular signer belongs to a specific group.Unlike ordinary digital
signatures, group signatures allow any member of a group to sign a message [12] while
maintaining individual privacy. In simple terms, a group signature is a digital signature scheme
that decouples the signature of a group from the identity informationof a single individual.

David Cham first introduced the concept of group signatures in 1991 [13] and introduced a
cryptography-based group signature scheme that allows a group of members to publish a
message using a group signature without revealing the identity of the individual. The scheme



also has a revocation function, i.e., the signer's signature can be revoked when necessary.
Ronald Cramer proposed a multi-authority election scheme based on group signatures in 1994
[14], which employs multiple authorities to enhance the security and reliability of the scheme.
Jan Camenisch proposed an efficient group signature scheme based on cryptography in 2004
[15], where the signature length of the scheme is independent of the swarm size and is only
related to the security parameters. The scheme is efficient and secure and supports the
revocation of the signature function.

A group contains multiple members, who together form the group. A member of the group
signs the message, andmembers outside the group can verify that the message has been signed
by the group, but they do not knowexactlywhichmemberhas signed it. This approach conceals
the true signature identity and achieves the unity of anonymity and super visibility. The
signature process of the group signature is shown inFigure 2.

Fig.2.Schematic diagramof thegroup signature process.

Group signature techniques have strong anonymity and do not require the identity of the signer
to be revealed, so the signer can remain anonymous, which is important in cases where privacy
needs to be protected. Group signature techniques have verifiability, i.e., the recipient can verify
that the signature belongs to the group and verify the integrity and origin of the message, which
ensures the authenticity and trustworthiness of the message. And finally, group signature
techniques have non-repudiation i.e., signers cannot deny the messages they sign [16]. This is
because the signaturemechanismmakes the signature unforgeable and the signers cannot claim
that they did not sign the message. In addition to this, group signature techniques have some
disadvantages, such as the possibility of abuse, as group signatures can be used for criminal
activities or other unethical practices due to the anonymity of the signers. The signers need to be
trusted, and the validity of group signatures depends on the trust of the signers. If one ormore of



the signers behave maliciously, it may negatively affect the validity of the signature. It is
difficult to revoke. Unlike ordinary digital signatures, group signature technology is difficult to
be revoked because the identity of the signer is anonymous, and if malicious behavior occurs
among the signers, it is difficult to find the responsible person and revoke the signature.
3.3 Aggregate SignatureTechnology

Aggregate signature is a digital signature mechanism that can significantly reduce transaction
storage space and transmission costs, and improve verification efficiency. Careful consideration
needs to be given to usage scenarios and signer trust when using this technology. It allows
multiple signers to sign the same message and aggregates these signatures into a single
signature. In simple terms, aggregated signatures are digital signature schemes that aggregate
multiple signatures into a single signature [17] and are mainly used to achieve bulk verification
of transactions. Dan Boneh et al. proposed a bilinear mapping-based aggregated signature
scheme [18] in 2003, which is not only efficient but also verifies the signer identity and
signature integrity.

Signer A first hashes the message M to get the message digest M', and then signs the
message digestM'with his private key to get the signature σA, other signers also hash and sign
their respective messages in this way to get the signature σB, signature σC, etc. All signers
send their signatures to a centralized aggregator. The Aggregator combines all signatures into
one signature andmakes the signature public. The flowchart of aggregated signatures is shown
inFigure 3.

Fig.3.Schematicdiagramof theaggregated signature process.

The aggregated signatures have some advantages. Firstly, it can reduce transaction storage space
and transmission costs. Aggregated signatures allow multiple signers to aggregate their
signatures into a single signature,which greatly reduces the storage space and transmission costs
of the transaction. Secondly, aggregated signature technology also improves verification



efficiency. A single signature of an aggregated signature can reduce the verification workload
because the verifier only needs to verify one signature instead of verifying multiple. Finally, the
aggregated signature technique increases privacy protection, as aggregated signatures can add
anonymity and privacy protection to the signer since they can aggregatemultiple signatures into
a single signature. In addition, aggregated signatures rely on the trust of all signers, and their
validity depends on the integrity and security of all signers. If one of the signers actsmaliciously,
it may negatively affect the validity of the entire signature. Unlike traditional digital signatures,
aggregated signatures are difficult to be revoked, because signers cannot revoke their signatures
individually, if one of the signers behaves maliciously, revoking the entire signature may be
very difficult. Finally, aggregated signatures may require more complex implementations and
higher computational costs, and therefore may not be suitable for use in certain scenarios.
According to the above analysis, the advantages and disadvantages of the three signature
technologies are summarized inTable 1.

Table 1.Comparisonof advantages anddisadvantages of three technologies.

Advantages Deficiencies

BlindSignature

Highprivacy

Strong anonymity

High security

Slowspeed

High complexity

Irrevocable

GroupSignature

Strong anonymity

Verifiability

Non-deniability

Slowspeed

Unprecedentedoverheads

Large signature length

AggregateSignature

Reduce transaction storage space and

transmission costs

Improvevalidation efficiency

Increase privacyprotection

Potential forabuse

Signersneed tobe trusted

Difficult to revoke

4 FutureResearchDirections

Through the comparative analysis of different blockchain identity anonymity technologies, we
can see that many researchers have proposed various identity anonymity technologies on the
blockchain to guarantee the privacy and security of users, but there are still several aspects that
need further research.



A) Performance problem: Since all data on the blockchain is public, achieving anonymity
requires broadcasting encrypted transactions in the network and waiting for some time for
each identity verification, which can increase the burden of network transmission and
computation and lead to performance degradation.As proposed in the literature [19] based on
homomorphic encryption, each participant in this scheme needs to perform a large number of
encryption and decryption operations, which also affects the performance of the systemdue to
the slow encryption and decryption speed of homomorphic encryption. Then there is a
scheme based on the obfuscation technique proposed in the literature [20], in this scheme, all
participants need to perform obfuscation operations, and the obfuscation operations consume
a large amount of computational resources, which also affects the performance of the system.
Therefore future research work needs to seek more efficient anonymity guarantee schemes
and exploremore efficient consensus algorithms to improve transaction processing speed. For
example, using zero-knowledge proofs to protect privacy [21] without using homomorphic
encryption or obfuscation techniques can achieve efficient privacy protection with high
performance, and using cryptographic multi-party computation to protect privacy [22] can
compute the corresponding results without exposing the original data, and the performance
can be improved by parallel computation. More research is still needed on performance
optimization and evaluationmethods.
B) Implementing identity anonymity may involve legal compliance issues and

anonymous identities may be used for illegal activities. Therefore, to achieve sustainable
development of blockchain, future research efforts need to target technical means and
solutions to achieve privacy protectionwhile achieving technical controllability, such as using
identity to authenticate and authorize participants, using traceability to track participants'
behavior, and helping regulators identify illegal activities through ways and means such as
government certification and blockchain identity certification agencies. Thus, how to develop
regulatory standards to further ensure the legitimacy and transparency of data usage to avoid
datamisuse andmishandling is an important research issue.
C) Compatibility issues: Implementing anonymity protection in current blockchain

technologies may encounter compatibility issues. Public data on the blockchain can improve
transparency and trust, but some sensitive data, just like the privacy of users need to be
protected. This requires appropriate encryption measures to ensure data security and privacy
protection while keeping the data open. Therefore, future research work needs to develop
more compatible blockchain technologies to solve this problem, such as promoting trusted
blockchain technologies, such as federated chains and side chains, to meet the demand for
identity anonymity in different scenarios.



5 Summary

This paper compares and contrasts different technologies of protecting identity anonymity for
data transactions on the blockchain, analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each
technology and the applicable environment, and provides an outlook on the future direction of
implementing identity anonymity for data transactions on the blockchain, to help researchers
quickly and comprehensively understand the basic content and development trend of blockchain
identity anonymity technology and future research directions. With the maturity of blockchain
technology and its wide application in various industries, the realization of identity anonymity is
of great research significance for the sustainable development of blockchain, andwe still need to
continue to study this area and create amore perfect and practical identity anonymity solution.
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